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My partner and I were invited to watch the last night of HOLIDAY SNAP, a farce by Michael Pertwee 
and John Chapman. 
 
The play is set in a time share in Portugal. The Smiths arrive for their week’s letting and we discover 
that the week has been double booed with another couple sharing the accommodation. Comedy is 
then added when each couple think the other couple are the local hired help! With the inefficient 
Commander Chitto Chittenden “assisting” one comic moment moves to another. 
 
The Riverside Players production, with a sumptuous terracotta coloured set, was well performed at 
pace with hardly a pause for breath!  
 
 
“JOCK” COOPER (Commander “Chitto” Chittenden) The commander is a lovely character. We get 
the opinion of a retired military commander who likes a tipple (“this is my first of the day”!). Jock 
comfortably displayed an assured performance of the man slowly getting more and more inebriated 
and producing wonderful moments of comedy owing to his character’s short term memory loss! The 
scene with Celia in Act 2 was particularly memorable. I did feel that there needed to be more 
assurance in some of the line delivery, particularly in Act 1, which would have helped with the comedy. 
Otherwise, this was an excellent performance. 
 
SIMON ARNOLD (Leslie) A wonderful character performance as the down trodden “motor mechanic” 
who is having a fling with his boss’s wife. Simon smoothly performed the changes the character 
requires. There was believable transformation from Leslie to Sir Piers Marchbanks .Then the change 
when he stands up to Sid, Eve’s husband, was also very well delivered. Simon had some wonderful 
facial expressions that added to his comic performance. The northern accent was mostly maintained 
(although I did detect a midlands accent at one point?) but the accent moved effortlessly from 
Wakefield to Harrow with great effect. A lovely character performance! 
 
VICKI ARNOLD (Eve) Vicki gave an impressive performance as the stronger member of the 
relationship. She changed into Amanda Marchbanks with amusing effect. Both “characters” were 
performed with sincerity and realism making the comedy more effective. Vicki moved around the stage 
with purpose and her lines were weighted with excellent comedy affect. This was a lovely 
performance. 
 
ALAN PAYN (Henry) I always find it difficult to direct and be in a show.  But Alan does not seem to 
have any such problems and produced a lovely characterisation of Henry, a barrister on holiday with 
Mary (which we later found out is his “bit on the side”). Alan’s reaction to each new ‘disaster’ was 
superbly delivered (when his mother-in-law arrives and when his wife arrives). What a lovely 
characterisation and performance (and so different from Scrooge!). 
 
CHARLOTTE MOORE (Mary) We first thought that Mary was Henry’s wife, and this was portrayed 
very well and was believable. And when we found out that she is in fact Henry’s “other woman”, this 
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too was performed assuredly. I particularly liked, however, her performance as the Hungarian maid, 
Maria. Wonderful disdainful glances to Henry! This could have so easily been overplayed, but it was 
not and this added to the comic effect. Well done! 
 
KAY SMITH (Celia) Coming in towards the end of Act 1 is always difficult, as the other members of 
the cast have got into their stride. However, Kay entered with purpose and effortlessly eased into the 
scene. I liked the scene with Chitto in Act 2 when Celia confides in him. The scene is full of 
misunderstandings and had me in stitches. Well done. 
 
ROGER BLACKMAN (Perky) A small part – but added to the comic confusion and putting more 
pressure onto Henry! Roger looked and faithfully acted as Henry’s old Harrow school chum and 
golfing partner. Nice change to the Hungarian husband too!  
 
SUSAN PICKLES (Catherine “Kit”) A walk on part at the end of the show but kept the pace of the 
scene going added to the comic situation.  
 
Director (CHRIS KNIGHTSBRIDGE & ALAN PAYN) All the characters moved with purpose. I always 
think that actors should only move when they need to – and this was certainly adhered to by these 
directors. I heard every word that was said on stage by every member of the cast – so well done to all 
cast members but also to the directors too, as poor delivery and low volume can ruin a show – 
particularly comedy. The pace was good and certainly picked up in Act 2 when the plots start to take 
place. I felt that some of the comedy in Act 1 was lost, particularly with the Commander. But this did 
not distract from an enjoyable production. 
 
Stage management (JONATHAN STACEY) & crew – It seems an easy show to manage (and I am 
sure it was not) which is a compliment to those involved as show ran smoothly with all cues delivered 
on time, properties in the right place. I did notice that the first curtain was handed to a stage hand in 
the cupboard, which was a shame as the curtain could have easily been put onto the floor, out of sight 
of the audience and moved when the door was closed. 
 
Set The set looked every inch a palatial Portuguese villa. The terracotta walls immediately gave the 
set some “heat”. The furnishings looked appropriate to a holiday apartment. I liked the sign down SL of 
the name of the villa “L’Arengina” that affirmed the holiday theme. 
 
Lighting design & operation (ROGER LEWISTON & ELLIE WELCH) The show is set on a hot 
summers day in Portugal, and the lighting reinforced that atmosphere with a lovely warm wash. There 
were not many changes but when needed, they were performed on cue. Only a small point, but both 
of the bedrooms (off stage R and L) were in darkness when the doors were opened, which looked 
odd. Maybe the bedrooms could have been positioned behind the tab line but appreciate the 
restrictions of the depth of the stage may have presented a challenge. 
 
   
Sound design & operation (MARK HASTINGS) All of the sound effects (crashes, motor vehicles) 
were timely performed and on cue. The sound levels were appropriate to the action. 
 
Costumes All of the costumes were suitable to their characters. Henry in his blue suit, Chitto in his 
light safari suit, Eve in her leopard skin outfit and fishnet stockings, and the conservative Celia. The 
baseball cap worn by Leslie reminded me of a character out of the TV series “Benidorm”, but suited 
the character perfectly.  
 
Properties All of the properties were well thought out and in position without any noticeable hitch. I did 
wonder though, about the bowl of fruit on the table. If the couples were really that hungry, would they 
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not eat these? I know they were used in Act 2 for Celia’s drink, but perhaps they could have been 
brought on after Eve and Leslies shopping trip?  
 
Make-up The make-up looked appropriate for the show and worked well under the stage lights. 
 
 
Front of house Front of house were warm and friendly on the night I visited. I liked the board at the 
back of the hall, showing photographs of previous productions and cast photographs. I was also 
pleased to see information regarding NODA. 
 
Programme The free programme was a single sheet, printed on both sides and folded into three. It 
contained a number of colour photographs. I liked the idea of showing holiday photographs on the 
front cover and a holiday snap for each of the cast members. I thought this was an imaginative and 
very effective idea. 
 
 
I enjoyed this farce by Riverside Players and it put my wife and I in the mood to start planning our 
summer holidays, albeit, together!  
 
Thank you for a pleasant evening and look forward to your next production in June.  
 
 
 
 
Gordon Bird 
NODA representative 
London Region, District 14 


